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We understand that. Which is why we provide flexible business aviation financing solutions tailored to fit your unique needs—
and get you into your aircraft quickly. Simple.
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Life-Changing Travels
Embark on the journey
of a life time
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Introducing ROAAS
Embraer’s Phenom 300E
revolutionizes in-flight technology

Secrets From Sardinia
A food-lovers’ paradise
worth exploring

EPICUREAN

FOOD FOR
THE SOUL
Castaway Letitia Ann Clark shares the
secrets of her island home, revealing how
the authentic flavors, tradition and sunsoaked lifestyle make Sardinia a foodlovers paradise worth exploring

EMBRAER TIP
Looking for a quick getaway from
London? Board your Phenom 100EV and
land in Sardinia in 2.5 hours.
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rtichokes dipped in lemon juice and sprinkled
with parmesan; a plate of tomatoes heaped with
mozzarella and fresh basil; a cake made with
blood oranges and local honey. One of the many reasons
people worldwide are so enamored with Italian food
is its preponderance towards simple flavors that once
combined, create something spectacular.
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And happily, Sardinia—that sleepy, sunlit island off the
coast of Italy, tucked just next to the south of Corsica—
basks in the simple life. Visitors to its beaches spend their
days drifting from sun lounger to sea to shady restaurant
terraces to delight in yet another delicious meal.
The renowned food writer Claudia Roden summed up the
charms of the island when she said, “I don’t know if it is
because Sardinians are unbelievably hospitable, and their
land is so beautiful, or because their food evokes a remote
past, or because it is simply so good, but it provokes a
strong emotion; the kind you never forget.”
Most visitors to this magnificent island will end up,
during a long lunch with a bottle of wine, discussing the
possibility of leaving their frenetic city lives behind for
a house by the sea in Sardinia, with an endless supply of
juicy tomatoes and milky burrata.

Left page
The sunlit island
of Sardinia basks
in the simple life
Right page
Letitia Ann Clark
making celery and
bottarga salad

Few manage it—but Letitia Ann Clark, a chef, illustrator
and the author of Bitter Honey: Recipes and Stories
from Sardinia, followed her heart and swapped a life in
London for the paint-box colors of the Mediterranean. She
explains that the island’s unique culture—separated from
mainland Italy by more than just the sea—has gotten under
her skin. Food in Sardinia is, as she puts it, never just food:
It is about friendship, love, celebration. And what could be
more apt after a year like the last? Here, she talks about
her gastronomic love affair with Italy’s sunlit island.
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Left page (left)
Pumpkin, ricotta and
chilli ravioli with brown
butter and sage
Left page (right)
Blood orange, ricotta,
polenta and olive oil cake
Right page (top)
Artichokes dipped
in lemon juice and
sprinkled with parmesan
Right page (bottom)
Sardinia has a strong
fishing tradition and
some of the finest fish
in the Mediterranean

BOOKS BY LETITIA
ANN CLARK

Sardinia is a part of Italy, so the food
is broadly similar but also unique.
Many of the staple ingredients are the
same: tomatoes, artichokes, peppers
and eggplants. The ethos is similar,
a simplicity and purity and a lack of
waste or adornment. The abundance
of pasta and the use of wine and olive
oil in cooking is generally like Italian
food. Sardinian food is possibly even
more rustic, traditional and simple,
and even more ingredient-focused,
centering around some amazing
products made on the island itself,
such as pecorino.

What is your favorite
Sardinian recipe and why?
That’s a difficult question. One of my
favorite traditional Sardinian recipes
is probably spaghetti or linguine with
clams and bottarga. I love all things
fishy and bottarga is a wonderful and
delicious Sardinian product.

If you had to sum up the
Sardinian approach to
food, what would it be?
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Take your time; eat well, eat slowly,
never eat alone. Eat locally, eat simply,
and eat with relish. Don’t rush; enjoy
yourself.

Why do you think people from
around the world are so drawn
to Italian food?
I think it is a wonderful and rare
combination of nutritious and
delicious; the Mediterranean diet
is famously good for you, with its
abundance of olive oil and vegetables,
but it is also fundamentally satisfying
and delicious to eat. I think the sun
breeds both produce and a lifestyle
which people worldwide covet
and celebrate. I think the focus on
the ingredients and on tradition
is immensely appealing, as is the
passionate attitude and pride of the
people who make, eat and cook the
food.

Has writing the book changed
your relationship with the island?
It sounds romantic, but it really is a
love letter to a place, a person and a
family. That has been hard, because
the relationship [with Luca, the
Sardinian boyfriend with whom she

moved to the island] ended. But we are
still friends and I will always have an
enormous place in my heart for him
and his family after they showed me so
much kindness and introduced me to
Sardinia.

She is currently working on a
second book of sweet things to
be published in Summer 2021
and an illustrated food-themed
memoir.

Which restaurants in Sardinia do
you recommend in particular?
I really like little run-down old
pizzerias which are still family-run,
like my local one, La Lucciola in
Oristano. For something smarter,
try Da Renzo, which serves lovely
fish. If you stay at Domu Antiga in
Gergei, they will serve you some of
the best food in Sardinia, all cooked
and prepared by the family and very
traditional and delicious.

Can you tell us about your
upcoming memoir?
It’s a story based roughly around
things that have happened to me,
about my family and becoming a chef
and moving to Italy. I’ve been working
on it on-and-off for about 10 years
now; it’s a story of love and loss and
food and family.
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How would you define
Sardinian food?

Letitia Ann Clark published her
first book, Bitter Honey: Recipes
and Stories from the Island of
Sardinia, in April 2020.

For more information, please
visit: letitiaclark.co.uk
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